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This article is characterized by a combined study of FRAM-AHP 

and its decision-making process for risk analysis of a specific 

sustainable reconstruction activity of Maracanã stadium in Brazil.

AHP is featured for its multi-criteria decision-making methodology, 

constituted by a mathematical structure that are in fact a simulation of 

human mental decision-making, which can complement the 

utilization of FRAM in complex socio-technical systems.

In another hand, FRAM is a methodology that define the couplings 

among various functions of a complex system in a dynamic way. 

Seeking to complement the FRAM, is necessary a mechanisms that 

can formalize the decision-making process.



In short, FRAM and AHP are the main methodologies used by this 

article to analyze the risks of the complexity activity of an stadium 

reconstruction, focused on the sustainable issues of recycling 

materials production.

FRAM was chosen because can analyze how complex activities

take place either retrospectively or prospectively, generating a 

graphic model of how an activity is done and interacts.

The construction industry is a complex segment and has an not 

promising accident history in Brazil. This scenario requires an 

adequate methodology that can deal with this complexity.
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How much this scenario of the sustainable reconstruction of 

Maracanã stadium is relevant for a safety study using FRAM & AHP?

According with the inspection team of Labor Ministry of Brazil in Rio 

de Janeiro regional division, during the period of 2013 to 2016, which 

includes the reconstruction of Maracanã stadium, the inspection 

scenario was:

• 272 inspections at various construction sites in the city;

• 1.702 infraction notices issued;

• 43 worksites embargoed or barred;

• 12 fatal accidents;

• 5 serious accidents.



And in this context of multiple risks of Maracanã stadium 

reconstruction, why use the concepts of Resilience Engineering to 

seek a sustainable safety for green construction?

Resilience engineering is a new way for safety management in socio-

technical systems. Rather than looking for the causes of an accident, 

the aim of these new concepts is to recognize how systems work 

to develop increased resilient systems.

For instance, instead of having systems that are not aware of unsafe 

variabilities, the resilient systems operate in higher risk levels, 

and is able to create safety management systems to identify 

variabilities to provide adequate answers before accidents occurs.







Resilience engineering seeks to understand the entire process, 

without focusing on specific faults, because complex systems 

usually fail in complex ways.



And in this context of multiple risks of Maracanã stadium 

reconstruction, why use FRAM methodology combined with AHP to 

seek a sustainable safety for green construction?

Traditional models of accident investigation and risk analysis are 

based on chains of events and usually do not consider the 

combination of possible variations in human actions, equipment, 

organization culture or the interrelations between those.

The FRAM is based on resilience engineering principles 

and concepts, to provide a practical approach aimed to identify how 

the system functions (or should function) for everything to succeed 

(i.e., everyday performance), and to understand the variability which 

alone or in combination may prevent that from happening.



The main steps of a FRAM analysis are (Hollnagel, 2012):

a. Setting the goal for modeling and describing the situation to be analyzed.

b. Identifying the main functions of the process, and characterizing them,

according to input, output, preconditions, resources, time, and control.

c. Characterizing the actual/potential variability of functions.

d. Considering both normal and the worst-case variability.

e. Defining functional resonances, based on potential/actual couplings among

functions.

f. Providing ways to monitor and minimize the variability of performance.



FRAM

Functional Resonance Analysis Method



And how AHP can help on this context of Maracanã stadium 

reconstruction using FRAM?

AHP is a structured method to support judgment and decisions in 

order to minimize the subjectivity in the characterization of the 

actual/potential variability of functions of FRAM.

AHP is based on the use of pairwise comparisons that lead to 

the elaboration of a ratio scale.

Moreover, AHP permits the refinement of the decision-making 

process, while respecting the global coherence of the answers, by 

calculating an overall consistency ratio.



The elaboration of an AHP is formed by four stages (Saaty 1980):

a. Structuring the hierarchy in order to identify the main goal, criteria,

subcriteria, and alternatives.

b. Data collection of value judgments issued by experts.

c. Calculating the priority of each alternative.

d. Consistency analysis.









Maracanã reconstruction scenario: recycling process activity.



The recycling process of the construction waste on site, done by a

crusher machine is formed by four main steps:

• Waste selection at the construction site;

• Inserting the waste into the crusher machine;

• Crushing the waste in the crusher machine;

• Delivering the crushed waste (base material) by trucks.

This recycling process is part of the green construction demands of

Maracanã reconstruction, as well as element for the sustainable

safety of the site construction.



Weighting of output variability: recycling process activity.



Weightings of upstream-downstream coupling



The determination of possible functional resonances, the sources for 

variability that may produce undesired outcomes, is based on the 

potential couplings among functions.

Using AHP, vectors of priorities related with output variability linked 

with the vectors of priorities of the upstream-downstream coupling 

show the priority functional resonance links.

The connections where there are more variation possibilities in the 

couplings is due to high values in the function output and in one 

of the downstream function entrances.









Based on this study, the effectiveness of the system demands the 

correct levelling of the equipment involved in the operations. 

Levelling control has high variability in preconditions (timing 

and wrong object), which reflects in its output.

Variability in the level control output causes difficulties for the control 

of the function ‘Operation under load’.

This means that if levelling shows high variation during 

operations, loading and unloading is going to happen in highly 

variable conditions, leading to a loss of control.

It is also important to notice that adequate levelling of the equipment 

reduces consumption of energy, the level of noise, the spread of 

pollutants and provides adequate productivity of the process.



As a direct result of the combined application of FRAM and AHP on 

the Maracanã reconstruction, the levelling of the crusher machine 

was analyzed and fixed for an adequate standard.

Once is action was done in advance, as Resilience Engineering 

postulates, since the levelling correction till the end of the 

construction site, no accidents happened in this area.

Furthermore, the operation had increased its performance and the 

dust in the air was highly reduced, ensuring the requirements for 

green construction and sustainable safety.

FRAM not only helped to understand the routine performance of the 

functions in Maracanã reconstruction, but also really contributed to 

a safer and productive work environment.
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